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When the editors of Document asked
me to write something for the New Frontiers edition, I immediately began to
consider the meaning of “New Frontiers.” I get that the purpose behind
naming our graduate conference “New
Frontiers” is to suggest that we wish to
chart new areas of scholarship – to discover the ways in which historical analysis can be developed as we become a
new generation of historians who will
eventually be charged with the task of
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taking over the discipline. This is also
one of the reasons our conference is so
broad, and attracts such a variety of
highly thoughtful topics as we see in our
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conference program. It's also a good
forum to pad those CVs, or to get some
experience planning a conference (like
our wonderful and highly talented New
Frontiers co-chairs, consisting of Jen
Hassum, Mathieu Brule, and Rebecca
Dirnfeld).
But 'New Frontiers', to me, means
much more than this. As we chart these
new areas of historical analysis at this
conference, we are also embarking on a
much more personal new frontier: people actually want to hear what you have
to say about something.
For our undergraduate lives, and indeed, for much of our graduate lives, it
seems we only do things to serve the
numerical needs of a transcript – we put
our work into our papers so that we get
the 90 so that we get into the next level
of our academic or post-academic careers. While we learned from those papers, and we put our heart and soul into
them, their ultimate purpose was to
serve a very limited end.
...contʼd on page 13
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F R O N T I E R S

B I N G O !
The rules of New Frontiers Bingo are very simple: Keep this card with you at all times and whenever one
of the words on the card is spoken you can check it off. If you manage to get a line, you win! The prize
for being a New Frontiers Bingo winner is bragging rights for one year.
Enjoy!
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“From Mexico City With Love”:
Pamela J. Fuentes
I really like to think that spending the whole day looking for information in the archives is part of an amazing
adventure à la Indiana Jones. Otherwise, my fatherʼs
voice telling me that I should study a “useful” career
would be echoing inside my head every day. I am sure
that archival research is potentially adventurous in any
part of the planet, but I guess that exploring historical
documents in the world's third largest metropolitan area
by population has a unique allure (explanatory note: I
am so in love with Mexico City, my hometown, that the
use of the word allure is excessive, ...you'll see).

Beautiful Mexico City!!

Everything begins as early in the morning as possible. If you are lucky enough, the archives you need will
be one hour away from your place. If you are not, you'll
need to spend two or two and a half hours just to arrive
and the same amount of time to return home. I am sure

you are thinking now: “Well, with that amount of time, I
could read a book, organize my ideas, or check my
email on my phone”. Let me tell you something, if you
are using public transport during rush hours, that is,
from 6 am to 9 am and from 6 pm to 9 pm, you hardly
will be able to get in the train or the bus. Let's say it in a
different way: For a while it seems like a strange wizard
will transform you into a sardine. As a consequence,
you won't be able to think clearly enough because your
main goal will be to getting on or off the train or bus,
competing against 50 more people. Don't get me
wrong, the Mexican subway is really efficient; however,
transporting 20 million people every day is a real epic
deed. Using a car will give you more room, but won't
make the trip any faster.
After this exciting experience, more than 15 archives
are awaiting a historian's eyes. The building of the main
one, the General Archive of the Nation, is known in
popular culture as The Black Palace of Lecumberri
since it served as a prison from 1970 to 1976. It is a big
and fantastic building, but you can't help but think that
you and your precious information are prisoners. And it
is not only the construction; some members of the staff
have a strong prison guard personality. For instance, if
you want to read documents related to the 1968 student's massacre you have to write your name, address, and telephone number on a special sheet.
...contʼd on page 6
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The Harriet Tubman Institute for Research on the Global Migrations of African Peoples will celebrate Black History Month and the
International Year for People of African Descent with Performing Diaspora 2011: Iniké Afrique Music Festival – a concert and series of
workshops on African music, drumming and dance.
The concert, featuring performances by Nutifafa, DRUMHAND,
Samba Squad, Manding Foli Kan Don, Moussou Folila and Baro
Dununba, as well as master drummers, dancers and educators,
took place on Friday, Feb. 18, at the Founders College Assembly
Hall, Keele campus. It was touted as a night that will move body
and soul to rich percussive rhythms from across the globe.
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PREVIEW OF
Upcoming Workshops
in
GRAD HISTORY
Applying for Postdoctoral
Fellowships
Thursday, March 10th
12:30-2:30
Going Digital in Two Hours

The Drum Circle
The Performing Diaspora 2011: Percussion and Dance Workshop
Series will run during Reading Week from Feb. 19 to 25 at York.
The workshops will feature African diaspora percussion, music and
dance instructors, including hand percussive drumming and dance
from West Africa and Latin America, allowing those who have an
appreciation of the performing arts to participate in hands-on, high
energy and interactive ways that will take them on a journey
through the African diaspora. Previous experience is not necessary.
The workshops will include the study of the steel pan with Gareth
Burgess; kpanlogo and dance in Ghanian tradition with Modesto
Amegago; and dundun dance and djembe, both traditional and contemporary Susu and Malinke traditions, with Mbemba Bangou.
Workshop participants will have the opportunity to learn from master drummers, dancers, griots and educators, such as Mbemba
Bangoura (Guinea), Amara Kante (Guinea), Amadou Kienou (Burkina Faso), York dance Professor Modesto Amegago (Ghana) and
Gareth Burgess (Trinidad).
...contʼd on page 5

with Bill Turkel
Thursday, March 17th
12:30-2:30
Getting Ready for Comps
Thursday, April 13th
12:30-1:30
* All above workshops held
in 2183 VH
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...contʼd from page 4
There will also be a lunchtime artist session, during
which workshop leaders will give a talk on specific historical, cultural, musical and dance traditions. Workshop
leaders and participants will have the opportunity to perform at York Gate Mall (near Jane and Finch) at 5:30pm
on Thursday, Feb. 24, hosted by the York University - TD
Community Engagement Centre, and at the Performing
Diaspora 2011: Final Showcase performance on Friday,
Feb. 25, from 7:30 to 11pm, at Winters Master's Dining
Hall, Keele campus. The workshops will take place in the
music and dance studios in Accolade East Building,
Keele campus. To register for the workshops, fill in the
registration form online. The cost of the full package, including all workshops, is $100. The cost of one day of
workshops is $40.Tickets for the Iniké Afrique Music Festival cost $15 at the door or $12 in advance at African
Drums & ArtCrafts, 618 Dundas St. W. in Toronto (416597-0175), at the Harriet Tubman Institute, 329 York
Lanes, or by e-mailing Janelle Belgrave, co-curator of
Performing Diaspora, at pd2011@yorku.ca or ext.
33058.
The Performing Diaspora is produced and presented

For more information, please vist the Harriet Tubman Instituteʼs website: http://tubman.apps01.yorku.ca/

by the Harriet Tubman Institute in partnership with Yorkʼs
Faculty of Liberal Arts & Professional Studies, the departments of music and dance, Founders College, Winters College and the York University - TD Community
Engagement Centre.
For more information about the concert, visit the Performing Diaspora: Iniké Afrique Music Festival website.
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...contʼd from page 3
Also, it is necessary to show an official ID even though,
every researcher has been interviewed before in order to
obtain a card that supposedly allows her or him to consult any document but, clearly, not these documents.
Sometimes if the “prison guards” are not having a good
day, they won't find anything. It does not matter if you
saw the documents the day before, the information magically disappears. In this case, the best weapon is patience, to convince the “good cop” while the bad one is
looking for another victim, or smile tenderly as a lost
child. As a result, the documents that had been kidnapped will find the light again. Maybe that day, maybe
the next one.
If you are feeling productive, it is possible to go to another archive on the same day. One of my favorites is the
Historical Archive of Mexico City. In the main entrance of
the colonial building you won't find a prison guard but a
guardian angel... well, at least his mashed head. In July
of 1957, an earthquake -with a 7.7 magnitude- struck the
city. That day an estimated 700 people died, another
2,500 were seriously injured, and the Independence
monument, better known as “El Angel,” collapsed. His
head is a constant reminder that a city built over a lake in
1325 is a smart, but dangerous idea. The Aztecs were
smart and dangerous too. I like them. After knocking on
wood hoping never to feel an earthquake, it is easy to
find five tables and a bunch of documents everywhere. I
have always thought that a city as enormous as Mexico
City should have a bigger room to read documents, but it
seems that, in this archive, Clio has decided to remind
us, everyday, that history is bigger than historians.
What I like the most about doing research in Mexico
City is that you can find information in archives that nobody knows exists. That happened to me while I was

Enviornmental
History
Increases Our
Appreciation
For Nature
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doing my Masterʼs thesis. After a year and a half of visiting every archive I could use, fortune smiled at me, and
guided me to a lonely archive. The only two people working at the archive seemed so happy to have someone to
attend that I was moved not only by their kindness but by
their complaints about the solitude of their job. Once, I

An aerial view of Mexico City!

was in front of the building when I saw a sign where you
could read: “Sorry for the inconvenience. We are moving.
You can find us in X street in three weeks”. I was
shocked, it was the first time that a whole archive disappeared from my sight in about ten days. First I wanted to
yell at the piece of paper: what the...! but, once again, I
thought of Indiana, then I sighed, wrote the new address
on my agenda, and decided to wait for my documents
patiently. After all I had found my treasure.
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OFFICIAL LAUNCH
OF

A SUCCESS
On January 28-29, 2011, the Alliance Against Modern
Slavery (AAMS) celebrated its launch by bringing together international experts, government officials, law
enforcement personnel, survivors of slavery and more
to York Universityʼs campus for a freedom concert and
conference.
Approximately 150 people attended AAMSʼs Party for
Freedom Concert in Yorkʼs beautiful Sandra Faire and
Ivan Fecan Theatre. Highlights included Roger F.
Cramʼs inspiring keynote, a documentary on Slavery
Past and Present, greetings by Judith Dueck on behalf
of the Canadian Museum for Human Rights, Testimony
from Glendene Grant - mother of missing human trafficking victim Jessie Foster, and performances by
Samba Elegua Drummers, Kate Todd, Jeff Gunn and
Janelle Belgrave of Peace Concept. Those in atten-

dance also enjoyed fair trade chocolate, coffee and
cookies from ChocoSol.
An estimated 250+ people attended AAMSʼs Slavery
in the 21st Century Conference from 9am to 5:30pm in
York Universityʼs Founders Assembly Hall. The seats
were full to capacity, and those in attendance heard presentations by NGOs, activists, law enforcement and
government officials doing work to end modern-day
slavery in local and global communities.
Following its successful launch, one of AAMSʼs first
projects is to create a list serv to help increase communication and organization among NGOs, survivors of
modern slavery, politicians, law enforcement officials,
activists, educators, academics and the general public.
...contʼd on page 8
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An estimated 250+ people attended AAMSʼs Slavery in
the 21st Century Conference from 9am to 5:30pm in
York Universityʼs Founders Assembly Hall. The seats
were full to capacity, and those in attendance heard presentations by NGOs, activists, law enforcement and government officials doing work to end modern-day slavery
in local and global communities.
Following its successful launch, one of AAMSʼs first projects is to create a list serv to help increase communication and organization among NGOs, survivors of modern
slavery, politicians, law enforcement officials, activists,
educators, academics and the general public.
Thank you to faculty and colleagues in the graduate
history department who supported and attended our
launch, particularly Tom Peace and the founders of Active History.
The launch concert and conference both received a considerable amount of media attention, including stories in
the following online local, provincial and national publications:
Missing Jessie Foster, February 4, 2011:
http://jessiefoster.blogspot.com/
Catholic Register, February 3, 2011:
http://www.catholicregister.org/toronto-gta/new-ngotakes-on-slavery-through-education
Torontoist, January 31, 2011:
http://torontoist.com/2011/01/ngo_fights_modern_slavery.php
Square Staff Canadian News, January 28, 2011:
http://www.windsorsquare.ca/2011/01/28/allianceagainst-modern-slavery/
Exchange Magazine, January 26, 2011: http://www.exchangemagazine.com/morningpost/2011/week4/Wednes
day/012609.htm
YFile, January 25, 2011:
http://www.yorku.ca/ylife/index.asp?Article=4054
York University News and Events, January 25, 2011:
http://research.news.yorku.ca/2011/01/25/phd-studentsorganizes-benefit-concert-and-conference-on-modernday-slavery/
Active History, January 18, 2011:
http://activehistory.ca/2011/01/alliance-against-modernslavery-benefit-concert-and-inaugural-conference/
Kamloops News, January 13, 2011: http://www.kamloopsnews.ca/article/20110113/KAMLOOPS0101/301139993/-1/kamloops/
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For further
information,
please visit,
www.allianceagainstmodernslavery.org

or send
an e-mail
to
AAMS at:
info@allianceagainstmodernslavery.org

AAMSʼs conference proceedings in Founders College Assembly Hall
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“ Brumaire”

The first chapter of “Striking Times,” (a work in progress)
Nota Bene: This story was inspired by the events
that happened last year, between the revolutionary
months of Brumaire and Ventôse CCXVII. Please
keep in mind that this is a work of fiction.
Any resemblance with existing persons would be
purely fortuitous.

Brumaire (Part -IV-)
Katie coughed and called for a vote, which unsurprisingly resulted in the adoption of the amendment. She
sighed, paused for a few seconds and suddenly gestured to a group of nine people who had been sitting
behind a rotten plywood table – probably a relic from
the 1970s.
“Now, brothers and sister, the moment that weʼve been
waiting for: the bargaining team report. In case you
donʼt already know her, let me introduce Cassandra
Ming, the teamʼs chief negotiator. Cassandra, you may
begin…”
Cassandra, a petite, unassuming bespectacled woman
elegantly and confidently walked towards the platform.
“Hi, Iʼm Cassandra, head of the bargaining team. As
some of you know, weʼve been negotiating for more
than five months. So far the employer has refused to
compromise on any of our demands. He has rejected
our plan for a progressive wage increase over threeyears – one that would take into account both the inflation rate and the most recent cost of living increase.
Peter Kaminsky, the employerʼs chief negotiator, not
only dismissed our demand for a raise as (I quote)
ʻridiculous and unprofessional,ʼ but did not present us
with a counteroffer…
- Shame!
- Yeah!
- Wait a minute,” a member interjected, “I read on the
overhead that we…
- Please, let the speaker finish!” Katie shouted, assertively but calmly. “Youʼll ask your question after Cassandraʼs done. For now please form a line behind one

of the two microphone stands, and refrain from interrupting the speaker! Cassandra, you may resume your
presentation.
- What was I saying? Oh, yes: the employer has not
come up with a counter offer…”
Cassandraʼs report lasted forty-five minutes. Fortyfive minutes during which she told the same story…
more than fifty times: the university administration had
rejected all of our fifty-three demands. Vlad nudged me
and pointed at the back of the room. I turned my head
and realised that more than twenty people were lining
up behind each of the microphone stands.
“This is going to be a long one. Meet me at the bar in a
few hours.
- But itʼs just started!
- I donʼt care. Iʼm claustrophobic.”
Cassandra concluded by stating the obvious: that no
deal would be struck at the eleventh hour, whether we
massively voted for the strike or not. She coughed and
looked at Katie, seemingly begging her to shorten the
uncomfortably silent caesura. Katie, however, remained
cool as a cucumber and made a point of slowly scanning the room. At one point she paused to stare at the
lines of wannabe speakers, some visibly worried, others
ready to defend the all-or-nothing view and encourage
the bargaining team to demand the impossible. After
more than one minute of prolonging the interlude – and
one minute can be a very long time – she finally gestured to the line on the left aisle. The same member
who had interrupted Cassandra cleared his voice. “Hi,
Iʼm Simon Solomonovich, from the physics department.
If I understand you correctly, weʼve reached a situation
of deadlock.” A disapproving clamour soared from the
Crimsonsʼ ranks. Cassandra shook her head. Simon,
startled at first by the reaction, resolved to resume his
intervention. “The employer doesnʼt seem keen to
agree to anything, and our team, with all due respect to
you, Cassandra, has absolutely no interest in taking
any of our fifty-something demands off the table. Isnʼt…
...contʼd on page 10
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Hundreds of “boos” interrupted him.
Katie banged her hammer a few times
until the room fell silent. “You may
continue, Simon, but keep in mind
that you only have thirty seconds left.
Other members are waiting their turn.”
A neverending hour and a half of
questions and answers ensued.
Ninety minutes during which the mundane rubbed elbows with the arcane,
the vulgar with the ethereal. Ninety
minutes of “…and how am I going to
pay rent?,” of “What do I care about
your f-----g strike. Itʼs not my donkeya-------g g-----n strike!!!,” and “Shouldnʼt we prioritise qualitative demands
over quantitative ones? Also, wouldnʼt
it be more equitable to address the
issue of the ridiculously high international students fees?” The answers
were equally varied and ranged from
“Dunno” to “Now, based on the Kantian paradigm, if the idea of ʻsoulʼ belongs in the noumenal world – and
here I want to make it clear that I
donʼt mean ʻideaʼ in the Kierkegaardian sense, but in the Socratic sense
– questions pertaining to international
fees cannot be easily resolved, for the
employer wallows in sophisms and
hides behind bureaucratic excuses…”
Cassandra and her eight co-bargainers had an answer to everything. To
her right, a hunched-over figure kept
whispering in her ear just seconds before the end of every question. Thinking out loud, I remarked that “this has
to be among the most unnerving rituals of all time… and whoʼs this
creepy-looking guy with the hood on
his head?
- Yeah,” commented Vlad, “this guyʼs
a weirdo.
- His nameʼs Vassia Ojede,” Proserpine intervened. “Heʼs quite knowledgeable about union matters,
especially financial matters. Apparently heʼs a mathematical genius.

New Frontiers Edition
Funny heʼs a Fine Arts student.
- He does look like the conniving
type,” observed Mike, on awaking
from a brief slumber. “And why does
he have a girlʼs name?
- Found a nickname already?” I inquired.
“Wait, wait,” begged Vlad, “Iʼm on the
verge of finding one…”
- Could the brothers and sisters sitting
over there please keep it down?”
Roared Katie.
So Vlad whispered “Savo…
Savonarola.

“What do I care about
your f-----g strike. It’s
not my donkey-a-------g
g-----n strike!!!,”
What? What are you talking about?”
Said Proserpine.
“Oh thatʼs the nickname he found for
Vassia,” I clarified. “Vlad, I didnʼt know
you were such a history buff…
- Iʼm not. I saw that horror film the
other day, you know, that film: Burnt at
the Stake. That was scary. I couldnʼt
sleep all night. The dude who played
Sanova… Savo… Sa-vo-r…
- Savonarola,” I rectified.
- …kay, the actor, he looked just like
Vassia. An evil monk, I tell you.
- Hmm. More like a turtle. One of
those ancient, giant Galápagos tortoises,” opined Mike. “We could call
him ʻGreen Monkʼ… or ʻScaly Plotter.ʼ
No, Iʼve got something better: how
about ʻTurtle Neckʼ?
- Sorry Vlad, but thatʼs even better,”
judged Elaine.
- F…”
...contʼd on page 12
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Grad School Bites:
A Question &Answer Sit-Down

Sibylle Schaffhauser, M.A
1) Who are you and where are you from?
My name is Sibylle Schaffhauser and I am originally
from Switzerland. I am currently doing my Masterʼs degree at Freie Universität Berlin, Germany – and now
on exchange at York.
2) How do you like Canada, eh?!
A country where all the friendly people add maple
syrup to everything?!? I love it!

7) When do you hope to finish your MRP/thesis?
Hopefully by the end of 2011.
8) Tell us about your relationship with your father - er, grad school.
It is a love-hate-relationship.
9) You just submitted your MRP/defended your dissertation. What do you do next?
Sit down and stare out the window. Sleep in.

3) Tell us something quirky and unique about yourself.
I cannot work with an agenda, they quite confuse me. I
keep buying them at the beginning of every school
year in order to finally get organized – but then I never
use them. I have my very own system of post-its. It
works most of the time.
4) Whats your MRP/thesis about?
I have not yet decided. I am interested in social justice
movements, immigration, and microhistory. I will finally
have to settle on a specific topic once I am done with
my coursework.
5) Where do you do your best work?
If I am under pressure, anything goes. Otherwise,
well… I just have to find my inner peace.
6) What is your favourite way to procrastinate?
… Youtube and skype. Oh, and TV shows.

We’re

ONLINE!

For the latest issue of Document, or to archive past issues,
visit us at:
http://www.yorku.ca/gradhist/students/documents.html

Switzerland is home to the noble St. Bernard
and his keg of Vodka!
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...contʼd from page 10
Shortly after that improvised brainstorming session, I
began slipping into a daydream. Memories of a journey
through the Brecon Beacons soared from some dark
blind spot in my tired brain. One summer, I must have
been no more than eight years old, my parents took my
sister and I on a trip to Wales. My mother, a capricious
bimbo, had begged my father to go overseas and visit
the most remote parts of old Cymru. My father, a stern
engineer devoid of imagination, just wanted my mother
to stop obsessing with that place he had never heard of,
so he gave in. Thus we spent two weeks in Wales. A
speed addicted driver, my father could not care less
about the majestic, razor sharp mountain crests that towered over us. My mother hummed to the most idiotic pop
songs playing on the radio while my sister, a four-yearold pest, provoked her by threatening to eat her safety
belt. I never liked my family. They were materialistic,
self-absorbed yuppies. My mother was a natural yuppie
who had successfully contaminated my spineless father,
and my sister walked in their footsteps. They obviously
failed to realise how magical the Brecon Beacons looked

Page 12

in the early morning. They had spent a few hundred
pounds to fly across the ocean, spent a few more on
hotel rooms, and rented a car just to get the opportunity
to absent-mindedly drive through an exotic country and,
once home, tell their soulless friends about the beauty of
Cardiff, Anglesey, and Snowdonia.
...contʼd on page 14

Grad School Bites: ...Continued
Amanda Robinson, Ph.D II
1) Who are you and where are you from?
I am a second year PhD student and I hail from Oshawa. No, don't feel sorry for me, I'm rather proud of my
hometown. Born and raised.
2) Tell us something quirky and unique about yourself.
I can drive a bus and re-build a steering wheel column
on recent model Impalas and Buicks. I used to dispatch
truckers, build truck bumpers and I love to shop!
3) Whatʼs your MRP/thesis about?
My thesis looks at the intersection of modern discourses in Oshawa in the post-war period. I would like
to focus specifically on technology, various myths of
modernity and commemoration.
4) How did you choose your topic?
The process of elimination...? Actually I knew I wanted
to write on the history of Oshawa since I was young. I

Whahooooo! SALES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
have experience working in the public history and heritage sector in Oshawa and I have always been slightly
...contʼd on page 13
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....contʼd from page 12
annoyed, yet fascinated with Oshawaʼs self-deprecating
attitude towards itself – which at times I have been guilty
of myself. I'm also lazy and picking to write on
the place where I live makes it harder to procrastinate on
doing the research!
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7) What is your favourite way to procrastinate?
TRAVEL. Playing with my dog, cleaning the floors, cooking, gardening and watching t.v. -- mostly the home and
garden network, W network, SLICE, and food television.
A little show called Diners, Drive-ins and Dive makes my
life complete.
8) When do you hope to finish your thesis?
Well right now I am ambitious and figure I'll be done researching by the end of this year and finished a draft by
the end of next year. Ask me again in two years and I'm
sure this schedule will have changed.

Oshawaʼs female workers during WWI
5) How far along are you in the research/writing
process?
I'm new. I'm currently trying to get a proposal together.
Hopefully I will have that finished in the next few weeks
and can move into the researching stage.

9) Tell us about your relationship with your father -er, grad school.
If you take away the time I spent on the picket line a few
years ago and the long commute into campus, it has
been lovely. Good faculty and great friends, especially in
the last two years.
10) You just submitted your MRP/defended your dissertation. What do you do next?
Well I would like to say go on a vacation but the more responsible answer is get a job. Here's hoping that I do
both!

6) Where do you do your best work?
At home. My kitchen and my patio are especially productive places for me.

...contʼd from page 1
At New Frontiers, however, your participation is about
adding something to a discussion. It's about realizing
that, as graduate students, we receive a pay-cheque to
*think*, and that we turn those thoughts into something
that can help others understand aspects of our past.
This is why we are historians; this is why we are academics; this is why we are graduate students. For many
of us, this 'new frontier' is much more than charting new
avenues of historical analysis, it's about realizing our
new purpose as academics: to share our love and passion of history with each other.
On behalf of Raph and myself, and the rest of the
Graduate History Student Association, I wish you all a
wonderful conference - as we embark on our new frontiers together.

For additional
information
on the
New Frontiers
schedule
and
abstracts,
please visit:
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....contʼd from page 12
One morning, while driving on a narrow road, my
father suddenly pushed on the brakes and uttered
this curse: “F-----g lazy-ass hard-hatted sheep f----s!” I have to admit that he did have a modicum of
wit in the curse department. In fact, it took me years
to finally understand the reactionary but genial humour contained in that exclamation. Just fifty or so
metres ahead of us, a dozen dark shapes emerged
from the fog. My father rolled down the window and
yelled something at them. One of the ghostly silhouettes walked towards us. The burly Welshman
that introduced himself to us was a bit of a disappointment. I had expected a magical creature and
there stood in front of us a mundane, sweaty creature greeting us with one of the most eerie landscapes in the world in the background. The
conversation ended up being brief but intense. My
petty bourgeois genitor vomited a few words and
sped through the Welshmenʼs unimpressive
wooden barricade. When I asked him about what
had just happened, my father replied that these
people did not deserve our respect, for “they take
more from society than they contribute to it. Do you
know what a leech is, buddy? Well these miners,
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whose ancestors had it a thousand times worse…
these miners are leeches, cry-babies who will suck
you dry if you get soft on them. Understand?” I did
not understand a word he said. The only part of that
daydream that really struck me was the sadness in
the striking workerʼs eyes, a detail which I had
found insignificant in comparison with the overall
ugliness of the character when I was eight, now
provoked an immense melancholy in my heart.

“I have to admit that he
did have a modicum of
wit in the curse
department.”
“Terence! Are you falling asleep?” Vlad asked.
“What? Ha… I was just relaxing
-How can you relax? Weʼre about to go on strike!”
The audience was getting increasingly agitated.
“Cut that c--- and call the question” said one. “Strike
to kill!” Yelled another.
“Okay,” said Katie, banging her hammer. “Iʼm going
to call the question.”

A Cautionary Tale
From the Age of Information
I believe that the Document should be used as a serious forum to expose possibly dangerous hazards in this
uncertain time in which we live in. The purpose of this
announcement is to shed light on a very important issue
facing many of us (maybe just me) that are enamored
with electronic portable devices. In my particular situation, I am talking about cellphones (more specifically my
Blackberry) and musical playing devices (my iPod). The
physical hazards when using these devices are well
documented. We have heard of cellphone signals

If this cautionary tale has pained Dawson, ...
imagine how you will feel?
beamng semi-radioactive rays into our brain and the possible loss of hearing from blaring the same song you've
heard hundred of times through your highly sensitive ear
canals.
...contʼd on page 16
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Special Report on
Conferences Abroad!

“Searching for the African Voice: Studying Slavery and
the Slave Trade in Africa,”
University of Buea, Cameroon, December 14-16, 2010
Vanessa S. Oliveira
Most of the sources used to write the history of slavery in
Africa are European, but the memories of the Atlantic slave
trade remain and are embedded in African ritual, song, and
memory. The exploration of new methodologies and re-examination of old ones has been crucial to understanding slavery
and the slave trade in Africa as well as the experiences of
Africans in the diaspora. It was with this goal that from December 14 to 16, 2010, the University of Buea, Cameroon,
hosted the conference “Searching for the African Voice:
Studying Slavery and the Slave Trade in Africa”. This was the
third conference dealing with this subject. The two previous
editions were held in Toronto. The conference was organized
by African and North American scholars, including Denis
Fomin (University of Yaounde), Idrissou Alioum (University of
Yaounde), Ibrahima Thioub (Cheaikh Anta Diop University,
Dakar), Paul E. Lovejoy (York University), and Martin Klein
(University of Toronto).
The conference consisted of eight panels covering a wide
range of topics, including artistic and material expressions;
oral and written accounts; folktales and songs; status, identity
and kinship; testimonies; and memory. Participants from
North America, Europe, Africa and Brazil presented a total of
34 papers seeking to explore new methodologies to understand how slaves and enslavers perceived their own actions
and experiences. The papers presented dealt with different
areas of the African continent, such as Cameroon, Nigeria,
Ghana, Sierra Leone, Mali, Sudan, and Angola as well as the
experiences of Africans in Brazil and the Caribbean. Presenters used multiple methodologies and sources, including
archival and oral documents, slave narratives, cultural and
artistic manifestations such as music and folktales.
The Harriet Tubman Institute had the greater number of
members attending the conference, including former students
Mariana P. Candido (Princeton University) and Mohammed
Bashir Salau (University of Mississippi); current PhD students
Jeff Gunn, Katrina Keefer and Vanessa S. Oliveira; Tubman
associate Prof. Martin Klein and the Instituteʼs director Prof.
Paul E. Lovejoy. Candido, presented an insightful paper entitled “Tales of Enslavement in the Portuguese Colonial Documents” examining evidence of the illegal enslavement of
Africans in Benguela and how slaves used the law to acquire
freedom; Salauʼs paper, “Eyewitness Account of Slavery in
Central Sudan, Dorugus narratives,” presented a new slave
narrative from Central Sudan; Gunnʼs paper, “Understanding
18th and 19th century forms of Slavery in Africa from Autobi-

ography as Methodological Tools,” discussed the benefits of
using slave narratives in the classroom; Keeferʼs “A Voice
Through Murder: Poro and the 1913 special Commission
Court Case of Rex V. Fino, Bofion and Kalfala,” dealt with the
West African Poro secret society and a case of cannibalism
and ritual murder; Oliveiraʼs “Denouncing their Ownersʼ Cruelty: the Voices of Punished Slaves in Nineteenth century Luanda,” examined denouncements of punished slaves in
Luanda and the consequences for perpetrators and victims;
Lovejoyʼs paper “Testimonies of Enslavement from the Central Sudan in the 19th century,” presented new insights on the
profile of slaves from Sudan sent to the Americas; and Kleinʼs
keynote “Looking for the slave voice: The methodology and
research on African slavery,” highlighted the importance of
European sources and the need to search for the voice of
slaves and new methodologies. Some of the papers will be
published in a bilingual edition with the support of the University of Ottawa in 2012.
The Harriet Tubman Institute made a donation of books and
an electronic collection of primary sources to the University of
Buea as well. This donation gives African professors and students access to sources produced in North America. All in all,
the message that stemmed from the conference was that it is
possible to write African history from an African perspective;
we need to find the paths African people have left in history,
facilitate the access to these sources and develop new
methodologies to analyse them. The third edition of the conference and the papers presented confirm that we are well on
our way to doing just that.

From left to right: Mariana P. Candido, Mohammed Bashir
Salau, Katrina Keefer, Vanessa S. Oliveira, Paul E. Lovejoy, Jeff
Gunn, and Nielson Bezerra.
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...contʼd from page 14
These are not the dangers I would like to expose. My
friends, I am talking about the dangers of indulging in
the use of these devices while navigating through the
stampede that is York on any weekday afternoon.
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Instead, the opposite happened. After pathetically gathering our phones from the ground surrounded by a
swarm of people, my first thought was not “did I hurt this
person? Was he/she ok?” My first thought was one of
complete disappointment at myself and this other person for allowing this to happen. Couldn't our messages
wait for us to get to a safer location? Apparently not. I
quietly apologized and moved onwards with my disappointment.

Texting while maneuvering through
hallways,...same as texting and driving?Yep,
equally as dumb!
This brings me to the unfortunate tale that drove my desire to write down this prudent warning for all of you out
there. The story goes something like this: On a Thursday afternoon I was attempting to get to Scott through
the masses of people that tend to pile up at every quarter of an hour when classes are about to begin or are
just ending. I was completely submerged in conversation with a friend of mine using the evil transmitter
known as Blackberry Messenger a.k.a BBM. Also, I was
“bumpin'” to a Cam'ron track named “My Job” which is a
wonderful piece about the working-class experience. If
yourʼre a fan of Cam'ron, you know what I'm sayin'. To
make matters worse, the exact spatial setting in which
this story takes place is the main artery/hallway connecting Central Square to Vari Hall. Allow me to recap. So,
stupidly, I am walking through a very busy hallway on a
Thursday afternoon blasting music in my ears and texting my life away as I walk towards Scott completely unaware of my surroundings. At this point, the inevitable
happens. I smash into an incoming student travelling in
the opposite direction. The impact, I must say, was quite
rough and I can comfortably say that I felt some pain.
Normally, one would apologize and move onwards. This
particular time, however, the person I crashed into was
also texting their life away and entranced in their own
music. Our corresponding phones flew onto the floor as
if this moment was some cheap late night date-commercial in which this person and I would make some sort of
romantic connection based on our mutual clumsiness.

Resist the bad influences in your life: (top) the “crackberry” and (bottom) rapper Camʼron, a.k.a “Killa Cam”

In retrospect, one would obviously say there is an
easy solution to this problem: do not text and blast
music while walking in busy hallways! An intelligent
graduate student would accept and abide by these recommendations. But, we live in the Age of Information
people and we are a different breed of grad student
right? If you would like a quick one-two survival guide
concerning navigating texting, walking, and music listening, we should talk. Who doesn't like Wikipedia in the
palm of their hand to resolve inane disputes between
buddies?

Sincerely,
A concerned citizen
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facebook
Statuses
For the
Winter
Over the first few months of the new year, while some of us were working
really hard and most others were slacking off, we took the liberty of facebook-creeping the profile pages of our MANY department colleagues. So,
as we continue Documentʼs timeless tradition of broadcasting the past
two months of status updates for all to see, we urge you not to donʼt
worry... as anonymity is key. We wonʼt give away which of you were actively doing all-things non-academic. Well, weʼll try not to. Although, if
we slip up, our apologies :S ...but there really isnʼt much we can do about
it
now
that
Document
has
gone
to
print!

Some York History Graduate Student:
-I've seen students text in class, I've seen students play Farmville in
class, and tonight I saw a student embroider a Christmas decoration in
class... for the whole two hour lecture!
-Probably shouldn't stay up until 4:30am watching Arrested Development again tonight ... Now I see why so many of my friends are
shocked I've never seen it before. Great show.
-Highlight of my first Toronto nightclub experience: (Unnamed grad student) getting the DJ to give a shout out to everyone doing their PhDs,
which was cool for us, but mostly helped explain all of the awkward
dancing in the middle of the dance floor.
-Took a break from marking papers & reading to traumatize our son
with his first Santa visit.
-Wonders why his cat always knows precisely where I plan to clean
and proceeds to sprawl out in said place preventing me from doing
anything productive... and I can't prove this, but I get the distinct impression that she's proud of herself when she does this.
-Ok, peeps - just had to endure fingernail clipping from guy in next seat
on GO Transit...uncool, right?
-Is going to stop watching "Extreme Makeover" at the gym; the uncontrollable sobbing seems to upset the other patrons!
-Just saw a girl fall up the escalator at Scott library and did not laugh.
That was my good deed for the week.
-Watch "Temple of Doom" with the ideas of othering of gender and race
and Social Darwinism in British colonies in the back of your mind. It
makes it a lot less hilarious. Thanks, school, for ruining a perfectly terrible movie.
-"However the squalls are getting less organized" - Environment
Canada website - wait, what? The squalls have organizing abilities?
-Does not believe in love at first sight, but apparently the man that she
met for 5 minutes in the laundromat and proposed marriage to her does
believe in it. I said no, by the way.
-Has lost the will to academically live.
-"The drug, nalmefene from H. Lundbeck in Valby, Denmark, blocks
brain signals that make activities such as sex and drinking feel good."
Who the hell would want that???
-After 370 days of research, I have now written 1 page of my dissertation!
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-Amazing. A gentleman in a gorilla suit with a huge boom box on his
shoulder playing Snoop Dog just strolling around YorkU campus. Fraternity hazing? Lost a bet? New trend? Or am I just delirious from lack
of sleep? Regardless of the answer, bravo gorilla man - you made my
day.
-There should be a special ring in hell set aside for those who highlight
in library books.
-What do TAs do on snow days? Apparently we are all on facebook!
-I sat right across the aisle from Don Cherry on my Vancouver-Whitehorse flight! I sadly had no pink on but I did listen only to French Canadian music and the Leningrad Cowboys on my computer!
-Likes receiving books in the mail... now if she only had somewhere to
put them.
-Maybe the dingo ate your baby.
-Just might be too school for cool.
-I have to say that Glee was pretty great but not as good as the Glee
Chevy commerical. I love you General Motors. Your my favourite part of
capitalism.
-My laptop's fingerprint reader makes me feel like I'm in a Jason
Bourne movie.
-Am I the only one who actually went out today to do research??!!!
LMAO.
-Can't take it anymore. Ate salsa that was too hot and lept around the
house moaning and cramming bananas into his mouth until the hurt
and pain went away. So this is 40...
-Egyptian reactionaries, you crossed a line when you beat up the silver
fox, Anderson Cooper.
-U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron just wrote to me personally to let
me know a cheque for 2 million British pounds is waiting for me as
soon as I send a copy of my passport. Sounds legit. Looks like I've got
tuition covered.

Have a complaint or a
comment about
Document?
Want to try your hand at writing something
after reading this journalistic genius?
Email one of your friendly Document editors:
Francesca or Maria at:
ghsadocument@gmail.com
Not Featured In Our Uber Cool Facebook Status Feature?
Procedures & Conditions for Approval & Status
Publication Are As Follows:
1) Be more interesting (if weʼve already added you as a facebook friend)
and
2) Add us as a friend, if you havenʼt already (we will ʻprobabalyʼ
accept your request).

